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Re-design your
bedroom

Every room will have a focal point and for a
bedroom this will generally be the bed, as this is
the largest piece of furniture within the space.
Before you get started it is often helpful to hit
the magazines and even Pinterest, creating an
idea on what you want to achieve within the
room.
I have an emotional attraction to colour,
therefore incorporating this accessible design
tool will instantly enhance and harmonise any
design scheme. I LOVE working with paint and
this will modernise a room with the use of ontrend colours.
Whether you are using paint as a background
colour, keeping the palette organic and neutral
in tone, to create a restful space. Or dramatizing
the bedroom with the use of gorgeous rich
colours, to make the space uniquely yours.
We are currently seeing a trend, with the use of
Dark Victorian colour schemes featured on our
wall’s and bed linen and no better place than in
a bedroom. Whether it’s painting a feature wall,
incorporating Wallpaper or changing the linen,
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“As a passionate Interior Designer, I strive to
create unique and individual interior spaces
for my client. With a few helpful tips, you
too can create a stunning Bedroom design,
which you will be proud of, maximising the
visual impact when walking into the room.”

scatter cushions and adding a throw, this will
certainly transform the space.
When addressing your colour palette, I normally
work with 3 ascent colours. The surrounding
walls, flooring and window treatments may be
tones incorporating a neutral & organic palette,
making it easy to add a pop of colour.
A headboard is a great way to incorporate an
ascent colour and at the same time adding
balance and grandeur to the bedroom furniture.
There is a great and affordable array of
headboard available on the market and may
be upholstered in a Linen or velvet fabric, both
creating a stunning look.
Now it’s time to create your bedroom design
scheme. Good luck, have fun & be BRAVE with
colour, prints and patterns.
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